Programmable guillotine with automatic clamping, cutting and programmable EP power backgauge.

Technical Data

Cutting Length 475mm  
Cutting Height 80mm  
Narrow Cut 35mm  
Table Depth 450mm

IDEAL Guillotines designed, engineered & manufactured in Germany

German Quality & Reliability. The brand name IDEAL is a symbol of quality derived from over 50 years of experience in designing, engineering and manufacturing high-quality, German made guillotines. This has seen IDEAL become internationally renowned as a worldwide leading manufacturer of small to medium-format guillotines.

Contact us for more information:

70 Barrie Road  
Tullamarine Victoria, 3043  
Tel: (03) 9310 3944  
Fax: (03) 9310 3966

Price includes bonus spare blade!

IDEAL celebrates 50 years in Australia with an amazing price! While stocks last.

*Limited stocks available. Pricing available until the 31st July 2012 or until stocks lasts. Pricing quoted is exclusive of GST. Delivery charges may apply.
The IDEAL Difference

Safety & Precision:
IDEAL guillotines have two major objectives: That they cut with precision – and that in critical situations they don’t.

Guillotines made by IDEAL stand not only for quality but also for optimum safety during operation. IDEAL’s ‘SCS’ Safety Cutting System includes numerous features developed especially for safe and convenient cutting. All safety features are designed not to disturb or slow the working process.

Electric Guillotines:
Offer a range of features, including:
- Electronically controlled blade drive, requiring true two-hand operation
- Automatic blade return
- Transparent safety guards on both front and rear tables
- Patented IDEAL safety drive
- Disc brake for instant blade stop
- Optical cutting line

Programmable Guillotines:
All the features of the electric guillotines with the following extras:
- Programmable “EP” Backgauge Control Module with digital measurement display. Control Module offers up to 99 programs with 99 steps in each
- Memory function for storing frequent cutting sequences
- Automatic paper ejection and repeat cuts
- Position of backgauge is determined automatically or by the push of a button
- Automatic paper clamp, independent from blade
- Self diagnosis system which indicates any errors

Other products in the Electric Guillotine Range

IDEAL 4315
Compact electric guillotine for cutting up to a 3 formats. Precise backgauge with digital display. Available with or without stand.

IDEAL 4810-95
Electric guillotine offering a spindle clamping system and automatic cutting. Precise backgauge measuring scale located on front table.

IDEAL 4850-95
Electric unit offering both automatic clamping and cutting. Precise backgauge measuring scale located on front table.

IDEAL 5222 DigiCut
Equipped with light curtains and foot pedal to increase cutting speed & accuracy. Hydraulic clamp allows for adjustment to pressure and quicker...